Improving computational predictions of cis-regulatory binding sites.
The location of cis-regulatory binding sites determine the connectivity of genetic regulatory networks and therefore constitute a natural focal point for research into the many biological systems controlled by such regulatory networks. Accurate computational prediction of these binding sites would facilitate research into a multitude of key areas, including embryonic development, evolution, pharmacogenemics, cancer and many other transcriptional diseases, and is likely to be an important precursor for the reverse engineering of genome wide, genetic regulatory networks. Many algorithmic strategies have been developed for the computational prediction of cis-regulatory binding sites but currently all approaches are prone to high rates of false positive predictions, and many are highly dependent on additional information, limiting their usefulness as research tools. In this paper we present an approach for improving the accuracy of a selection of established prediction algorithms. Firstly, it is shown that species specific optimization of algorithmic parameters can, in some cases, significantly improve the accuracy of algorithmic predictions. Secondly, it is demonstrated that the use of non-linear classification algorithms to integrate predictions from multiple sources can result in more accurate predictions. Finally, it is shown that further improvements in prediction accuracy can be gained with the use of biologically inspired post-processing of predictions.